
NOD TO NATURE™

Rewilding,™ Individuality™ & Visionary™

LVT Dry Back LVT, Loose Lay & SPC
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NATURE  
REIMAGINED

Stardust | 12401

Misty Magical | 09204

Through the quiet contemplation of nature’s virtuosity, 

inspiration arises. Nod to Nature™ is a collection of soulful 

hardwood and soothing stone visuals, that is destined to create 

an inviting and enduring foundation for any commercial space.

Finding the perfect design is easy; but finding the right flooring 

type can be a challenge. With Nod to Nature every design 

comes in three distinct structures: Rewilding™, Dry Back 

Traditional LVT; Individuality™, Loose Lay Thick LVT; and 

Visionary™, SPC Rigid Core. Never again will you have to 

sacrifice style to accommodate the installation.
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Quiet Winter | 07006

Wooded Trail | 09203

Warm Feelings | 07002

Beachy Flavor | 07007

Branching Out
The swirling grain and distinctive character 

inherent in authentic hardwood is beautifully 

captured and comes in two distinct plank 

sizes: 7˝ x 48˝ & 9˝ x 60˝.
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Misty Beige | 16603

Stardust | 12401

Stylish Stone
Inspired by the subtle, visual texture found 

in stone, our collection of tile visuals come 

in a variety of tranquil colors and is available 

in two sizes: 12˝ x 24˝ & 16˝ x 32˝.

Proven Performance
Our Nod to Nature collection delivers superior performance thanks to our HartGuard™ 

ultrashield. Not only does it resist dents and stains, but its highly durable surface makes it 

easy to clean – just simple maintenance with damp mopping.

Jaw Dropping Durability

Each product had a 1lb steel ball 

dropped from higher than 5 feet.

Diamond Coating

Diamond Coating

HartGuard ultrashield

HartGuard ultrashield

Achieving Top Marks

Each product had permanent marker 

applied and removed after 20 minutes 

with a mild cleaner. 

The Clear Choice

Nod to Nature offers a tough 20 mil wear layer and a 15-year commercial warranty. 

Plus you’ll breathe a little easier knowing that our collection is FloorScore® certified and 

includes our Cleantivity™ antimicrobial technology which inhibits the growth of 

bacteria, mold and mildew.

HartGuard™

Diamond Coating Aluminum Oxide Traditional Urethane

SCRATCH
Micro-Scratch             

EN 16094 Gloss Change

Scratch             
EN 16094 Scratch

STAIN Stain              
ASTM F925

CLEANABILITY
Polish             

Traditional Polish Method

Coating Color/ 
Clarity Impact              

Low Raking Light Conditions

ANTIMICROBIAL Antimicrobial N/A N/A N/A    
ASTM G21
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Reorder #: CBNATURE

CBPNATURE-921

All trademarks are owned by AHF, LLC. © 2021 AHF, LLC.
NOTE: Due to printing limitations, colors pictured cannot be guaranteed to match actual flooring material.
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